WATCH OUT FOR HOOGI HUGS!
Fun with the mixed-up Mixels!

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2014
LEGO.com/club
In this Magazine

LEGO® Club Junior magazine is full of fun comics and activities your child can explore on their own, or share with you. In this issue you can read a new Mixels story, solve a birthday mystery, color a LEGO Disney Princess castle, and much more. You will also find special “Family Fun” suggestions for how you can expand on ideas shown here to create an even richer experience for your little one.

Hi, it’s Max!
Welcome to the new issue of LEGO® Club Junior. Test your brain power with some fun “true or false” questions in this issue!

Hi, it’s Max!
BUILD THE ULTIMATE ARCTIC MACHINE!

You could be one of five winners in the LEGO® Club Junior Arctic Building Competition!

HOW TO ENTER:

1 Build a model of something the LEGO City Arctic explorers could use to help them find more crystals.

2 Take a color photograph of your model. Only color photos and print-outs on photo-quality paper will be accepted.

3 Ask a parent to go to LEGO.com/club and type in Club Code ENTER to print a Submission Form. Have them fill it out, sign it, and mail it along with the photo of your model to:

LEGO® Club Junior
“Arctic Building Competition”
PO Box 1625
Enfield, CT 06083-1625

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY OCTOBER 15, 2014!

TRUE OR FALSE: The “Arctic” got its name from the bears who live there.

FAMILY FUN: What sorts of things can be found underground? What would you find if you dug a hole in the ground? Talk with your child about what might be underneath the dirt, like rocks, worms, insects, plant roots, and more.

ANSWER: True. “Arctic” comes from a Greek word that means “near the bear.”
Buiding a Surprise!

It's an exciting day at the Pony Farm!

Yay! They are here!

Do you want us to build a barn?

Then what do you want us to build?

Well, it's sort of a surprise for my pony. Can I whisper the answer to you?

Hi.

Hi. My crew and I are ready to get to work.

Do you want us to build a stable?

No.

No.

?
Okay, sure. We can do that. Ha ha!

The construction crew goes right to work.

Soon, they are done. The new building on the Pony Farm is ready to use.

Wow! It’s your very own pony wash!

Another job well done.

TRUE OR FALSE: Young ponies are called cubs.

FAMILY FUN: A pony wash might be kind of silly, but farms have plenty of special buildings to take care of different animals, from barns to chicken coops to rabbit huts. Talk to your child about what kinds of buildings and animals you might find on a farm. You can even work together to make up your own story.

Answer: False. Young ponies are called foals.
Glomp had a bad cold. He was sneezing and sneezing all over the other Mixels. Everyone agreed that something had to be done to make him feel better.

Hoogi was sure he had the answer. “You need a hug,” he said. “Hugs cure everything. In fact, everyone in the room needs a hug.” Hoogi started running around trying to hug all the other Mixels. That made everyone else run, too, as far away from Hoogi as they could get. All the confusion made Glomp start sneezing again.
Other Mixels had ideas for cures. One said that if Glomp just kept sneezing, eventually his head would fly off his body and then his cold wouldn’t be a problem anymore.

Another suggested that Glomp stand on one foot and spin around while flapping his arms and nodding his head.

A third said juggling Nixels while talking backwards would fix everything.

Magnifo said, “He needs to think about something besides sneezing, spinning around and juggling. I will do my magic show.”

Magnifo reached into his hat and started to pull something out, just as Glomp was about to sneeze again!

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAGNIFO PULLED OUT OF HIS HAT?

GRAB SOME LEGO BRICKS AND BUILD WHAT YOU THINK WAS IN HIS HAT!
COLOR IN CINDERELLA’S CASTLE!

Cinderella is all ready for the ball at her castle. But before it can start, the castle needs to be colored in. Can you help Cinderella? You can use any color you want to complete this magical scene.
Got an awesome model of your own that you would like to see in Cool Creations? Then send us a photo! Your photo could be chosen for an upcoming issue of LEGO® Club Magazine!

Ask a parent to go to LEGO.com/club and type in Club Code PHOTO to print a Submission Form. Have them fill it out, sign it, and mail it along with your photo to:

LEGO Club Junior Cool Creations P.O. Box 1308 Enfield, CT 06083-1308

Why not send me your own Cool Creation?

Only color photos or printouts on photo quality paper will be accepted. Photos will not be returned. Due to the large amount of entries we receive, not all photos can be shown in the magazine. Only models made with LEGO elements can be featured.
THE "HELP LEGO® CITY GROW" BUILDING CHALLENGE WINNERS!

LEGO® AIRFIELD
Gavin W., Ohio

ADVENTURE LAND AMUSEMENT PARK
Hunter J., Iowa

LEGO® CITY BALL FIELD
Jacob Z., Illinois

LEGO® CITY SWIMMING POOL
Luke F., Missouri

AT THE MOVIES WITH MAX
Bryce H., Arizona

THE U.S.A.
Felix & Griffin C., Massachusetts

AVIATION
Ethan L., California

CAMPING OUT
Carter B., Minnesota

DOUBLE DECKER BATTLE COUCH
Eva G., Illinois

POLICE LOOKOUT TOWER
Caiden G., California
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IT’S A BIRTHDAY MYSTERY!

One of the minifigures in this picture is having a birthday today. But no one is quite sure who the party is for. Can you help? Use the hints below to help you guess which minifigure is having a special day. For even more fun fill in the blank speech bubbles!

HINTS:

1. The birthday minifigure is wearing a hat.
2. The birthday minifigure is not smiling.
3. The birthday minifigure is a man.
4. The birthday minifigure is wearing a cape.
5. The birthday minifigure is not carrying anything in the left hand.

JAM SESSION!!!

Once upon a birthday...

Who wants pizza?

Time to blast out those candles!
TRUE OR FALSE: The tallest cake ever weighed over 40,000 pounds.

FAMILY FUN: You can play this game over and over with your children. Just choose a different minifigure each time and use hints/questions to help your child narrow down the choices until they guess the answer.

ANSWER: True. The cake, which was 108 feet tall, was baked in Indonesia and weighed 40,000 pounds.
TRUE OR FALSE

Max is a member of the LEGO® Club.

Parents: This model is a great opportunity to create something with your children. Talk about what a hero might need in their headquarters – a car, a computer, secret exits? – and then how you can build it using LEGO pieces. Your child will love building side by side with you.
Every hero needs a secret base where he or she can store their gear and make plans to catch the bad guys. Our Master Model Builders started to create this one using basic LEGO® bricks, but now it’s up to you to finish it! You can use pieces from your LEGO collection to finish the model. You can even ask your friends or your family to help you.
EXPLORE ARCTIC SECRETS!

From sled dogs to polar bears the LEGO® City Arctic is full of animals. Can you count the number of animals on this page?

Answer: 5. There are 4 husky dogs and 1 polar bear.